1) Table Runner  
(covers front, back and top)

Nylon table runner with 2 color stock heat sealed vinyl. The material is a bit stiffer – main benefit is it is easy to wipe down if/when someone spills their coffee.

- View of table runner laid out flat
- 8ft w x 7ft h

2) Fitted Table Cloth  
(covers 4 sides plus top)

Nylon table cover with 2 color stock heat sealed vinyl – this covers the entire table but has very distinct sides. Can still be folded / draped if you are on a 6' table and still has the benefit of easy wipe down cleaning

- Fitted style

3) Throw Style Table Cloth  
(covers 4 sides plus top)

Polyester table throw with 2 color stock heat sealed vinyl – this drapes over the entire table, there is a hem at the front top where we sew the logo panel into place, machine wash and air dry

- Fits a 96" (8 ft table)
- 8ft w x 7ft h
- 27" front + 30" top + 27" back = 84" (7ft)